
In the movie “Forbidden Planet”
the understandably lugubrious,
guilty and anxious Dr Morbius takes
stalwart Captain J.J. Adams and
competent Doc Ostrow deep into
the planet Altair and shows them
some of the 7,800 levels that com-
prise the interior.  He shows the two

the source that supplies the whole planet with energy.
Krell energy. "Ten times ten times ten . . . the power
of 10 raised almost literally to that of infinity," Mor-
bius cautions his guests not to look into the fuel units
that are ”sunk in the planet fifty miles below our
feet,”

”Be sure to look only at the mirror. Man does not
behold the face of the Gorgon and live."

That mirror is science fiction.
It allows us access to powerful and often frighten-

ing thoughts so difficult and imbued with psychic en-
ergy that we might not survive the experience. The
mirror, science fiction, mediates, through our dreams,
our daydreams, our fancies, our fantasies, our fictions,
those entangled charged notions sunk deep within
ourselves and possibly our collective unconscious.
Those “Monsters from the id” that destroyed the
beautiful Krell.

I never thought science fiction had much to do with
prediction. What? You believed when Verne set the
moon shot of the Baltimore Gun Club on the site of
Cape Canaveral, he was Jean Dixon?

I always believed that science was formed with the
same warp and dimensions of science fiction, but, be-
cause we are a cautious and grown up people, was
constrained by a notion of mature reality. A reality
that has been tormented and twisted mightily in the
last seventy-five or so quantum years.

I don’t much give a fig about what a dis-or-eu-
topian politic posits for the future of humankind. It is
the dreary stuff with little imagination and suspect
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President’s Capsule

by Joe Coluccio

motives. I do think it is important to play forward and
extrapolate possible consequences of societal pres-
sures. Nothing does that better than science fiction.

I love and am equally disturbed by the “new wave”
literary explorations, spawned in the nineteen sixties
and seventies and passed forward in interesting ways
by stories that challenge our notions of gender, race,
nationality, ethnicity, religion and embrace slipping
streams, cyber, steam and bio punk, queer theory,
postmodern, and postcolonial concerns.

I am in love with science fiction. It is a literature
of ideas. It is a literature akin to mythology. It is a lit-
erature with social conscience. It is a literature with
scientific grounding. It is a literature with poetic in-
tention. It is a literature of the fantastic. It is a litera-
ture of tortured souls. It is all those things and all the
things that others claim. Precisely the reason science
fiction is so hard to define. There are hundreds of def-
initions. None incorrect. To paraphrase St Augus-
tine’s statement about time, when no one asks me
about science fiction, I know what it is, when I try to
explain it to someone who asks, I have no idea.

Science fiction is the literature for me. I love play-
ing with words. I love playing with form. I love play-
ing with the ideas and feelings that tumble up with no
particular order from within me.
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once traced a lineage from Edgar Allan Poe to
“Ulysses.”)  Major cultural reactions of that time
were Dada and Surrealism, Dada arising in 1916 in
the Cabaret Voltaire to “dispense with conventional
language” and “deploy art against forces of mad-
ness.”  One heir to this was William S. Burroughs,
author of “Naked Lunch,” who once declared “Lan-
guage is a virus.”  (Thomas also mentioned fold-in
pages, which perversely reminded me of the pages
artist Al Jaffe sometimes created for the backs of
Mad Magazine.)  Of course, by the Sixties a New
wave hit with full force: J. G. Ballard, Michael Moor-
ccok taking over New Worlds Magazine (before
bankrupting it), Samuel Delany’s “Dhalgren,” John
Brunner’s “Stand on Zanzibar,” and of course the
Dangerous Visions anthologies, the first of which
featured Philip Jose Farmer playing around with
“Finnegan’s Wake.”  (Meanwhile Jean-Luc Godard
put out the movie Alphaville, in which a mad master
computer is confounded by poetry – though I have
to wonder what Godard might have made of the orig-
inal “Star Trek” episode “I, Mudd.”) All in all the
drive was to get away from the old Jules Verne con-
ventions and deal more intimately with human expe-
rience.

There was some continuation in the cyberpunk
movement, marked by Bruce Sterling’s “Mirror-
shades” anthology (mirrorshades being themselves
dreadfully Eighties, even as Sterling praised their
symbolism) and of course William Gibson, and the
spirit lived on through Joanna Russ and James Tip-
tree, Jr., but by then anything clearly of that move-
ment was played out.

Once again, I enjoyed a presentation that was not
so much that clear a thesis as a license to romp
through authors and time.  Days after the meeting it
occurred to me to try to talk a little with Thomas.
Both his site and his Twitter hashtag are named Let-
terswitch.  (And can you really blame him, I mean,
given that opportunity?)  We’ve managed to chat
slightly about Jorge Luis Borges, his interest in hor-
ror movies, and how he might stand to read some
William Tenn someday.)  Thomas counts himself as
modern cyberpunk, and given his novel’s premise –
a virtual Pittsburgh, getting called upon to stand in
for the destroyed original – I’d say not, is that fair,
but that he is an asset to the genre.  He has signed up
for Confluence.  If you are inclined to talk about this
sort of madness, perhaps you will want to look him
up.

Monthly Meeting Minutes
by William Blake Hall, Secretary

May 9, 2015
Long before some twenty-odd people gathered,

President Joe had nothing but praise for “Tomorrow
and Tomorrow,” the debut novel by Thomas Sweter-
litsch, our speaker for that day, and he kicked the
meeting off with some comments on the novel and
the general challenge of painful personal memory.
Mary Soon Lee announced the acceptance of four
poems and read us two more.  If I understood the
Treasurer’s report correctly, we have $2451.32 – al-
though the bulk mail account will soon need to be
paid off.  Kira continues to make T-shirts and CDs
available, and this time Greg’s accounting of our li-
brary noted “Lord Foul’s Bane” and Garth Nix’s
“Sabriel.”  We noted the existence of a Greater Pitts-
burgh Science Fiction Book Group.

Triangulation, our group’s acclaimed anthology,
will look to Kickstarter to help fund it.  Barb Carlson
is reaching out to all writers’ groups (I’m looking at
you, Worldwrights) to feel free to come to the Parsec
website to share reviews of members’ books, to ad-
vertise the groups, complete with schedule and con-
tact information, and to set up a WordPress page
there.  Our raffle – the prize this time being a signed
softback edition of “Tomorrow and Tomorrow” –
raised $31.

Thomas Sweterlitsch talked on the topic of the
avant garde in SF, but not without first giving us a
smattering of insight into himself.  He turned onto
F&SF through D&D and MTV’s Aeon Flux car-
toons, then turned on to Bester, Sturgeon, and of
course Philip K. Dick.  He is already on a new novel,
working title “Libra,” which will hopefully be out
next year.

Kicking off with the movement known as mod-
ernism, he took us on a history of authors and influ-
ences.  (I think we’ve had trouble a couple of times
in the past with presentations like these, whenever
they have sounded overly formal, dry, and cryptic,
but I found this one accessible and human.)  1857 saw
both Baudelaire’s “Flowers of Evil” and Flaubert’s
“Madame Bovary.”  1889, of course, brought Freud,
and World War One inspired horror over a world
mechanized and seeming gone mad, while giving rise
to trench warfare poetry.  T.S. Eliot responded to the
era with “The Waste Land” in 1922, which curiously
enough also saw James Joyce’s “Ulysses.”  (Eliot
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let me help you.
I dare to begin with as “mundane” an event as the

wrap-up of TV’s “Mad Men” in honor of its painstak-
ing attention to a bewildering alien landscape, Sixties
America.  Lawrence C. Connolly just spoke to us the
other month about time travel through the power of
place, and the offices of Sterling Cooper Draper Pryce
were a good place to pose that classic Freudian ques-
tion “What were our parents thinking?”  The drama’s
ostensible central character (although I’d say a case
could be made for Elisabeth Moss’s Peggy Olson)
kept vanishing, both physically and maritally, as the
mood struck him, only to finally confront the fact that
he no longer had any home to come back to.  (Only
now do I wonder if he could have saved himself some
trouble by catching 1968's The Swimmer.)  Unable to
go home, he could at least sit in a lotus position and
go Om, and at last a smile crept across his face – al-
though perhaps not so much the smile of a Buddha as
a cat feasting on fresh canary.  Don Draper, along
with Peggy and others, would go right back to endure
the slings and arrows of outrageous McCann Erick-
son, and he would triumph.  With one home slipping
away from him, he could still innovate and work so
as to build a next one.

The movie Tomorrowland shares some qualities
with “Mad Men” – perhaps too many more than a
summer movie crowd is prepared to bear.  It too is
rooted in a specific past, namely the 1964 World’s
Fair (also alluded to back in Men in Black).  Like
“Mad Men,” it dares to give us protagonists who are
not perfectly heroic or likeable.  We begin with Britt
Robertson as Casey Newton.  (I have to wonder if the
name Casey is intended as a gimmicky anagram of
Isaac.)  Casey is smart, plucky, determined, optimistic
– but are we necessarily on board with her?  Raffie
Cassidy plays the intense yet always well-spoken
robot girl Athena – but how easily can we believe
she’s not an enemy?  George Clooney plays gruff-yet-
protective Frank, who we get to see in his youth look-
ing like a male clone of Danica McKellar – but if
Frank is yelping all along the way, then how much
confidence does that give us?  We tend to prefer
Clooney when he’s confidently doing good things,
like talking Sandra Bullock through surviving in
space.

These questions of personal charm are important,
because Tomorrowland is, believe it or not, philo-
sophically ambitious, committed to trying to cover a

Film & TV
Home Is Where The Hard Is:

Mad Men Season Finale, Tomorrowland,
Mad Max: Fury Road
by William Blake Hall

I can never return to the planet Earth which I was
born on.  The fact that our population is more than
double what it was when I was born is, rather than
some ultimate statement, merely the beginning.  The
ecological movement wasted precious decades on
being about little more than postcard aesthetics and
the management of garbage, toxins, and prophylac-
tics, as our true impact was to reach far deeper than
any of those.  Thirty-six years before we were prop-
erly charmed by the titular protagonist of Wall-E,
Silent Running ended poignantly with its plucky lone
“drone” Dewey hobbling around a domed forest.
While the story behind Running was stupid – Forests
will flourish in space?  And need to be accompanied
by atomic bombs? – even now it would be nice to
imagine some such ultimate time capsule wandering
out into the galaxy, an enduring tribute to Earth 1972.
You can have your Jurassic World, because we’re
getting one anyway.  Hand me a watering can and
sign me up with Dewey.

You can’t go home again, Thomas Wolfe once
wrote.  If you’re lucky, you get to appreciate that on
a vague, subtle, abstract level, as in the case of that
river which Heraclitus argued is never the same twice.
Yet even Heraclitus might never have dreamed that
you couldn’t even go fishing once more in that same
river.  Meanwhile, mainstream science fiction assured
us a handy infinitude of what “Star Trek” called Class
M planets.  Then astronomy objected.

So where do we go?  Come January 1912, the news
came back from the Amundsen and Scott expeditions
to the South Pole and the playful adventure fiction
concept “terra incognita” began to wither and crum-
ple.  Yet in that desolation a new idea sprang to mind.
If the Emerald City of Oz did not already exist, some-
where over the rainbow, then by gum – we would
build it!

In a single week, pop audiovisual fiction has
bopped me over the head with a same conclusion
from three entirely different perspectives.  It is as if a
fortune cookie as big as the sky has cracked open to
unveil its apothegm.  But you may be missing it.  So



land is that it didn’t take the time and care to make
the push from philosophy all the way to story.  That
said, I take its point as valid.  Fixing a world begins
with finding and summoning the will to do so.
Frankly, I’d say this movie ends even better than
Wall-E.  I find it a bit tough to buy roly-poly humans
all suddenly deciding “Hey, there’s this ancient prac-
tice called ‘farming’ that’s cool and fun!”  Compared
to that, a global call for “dreamers” feels downright
sensible.   The future may never look anything like
Ultra, but that is hardly the point.  Can it at least come
close?

Meanwhile, “Toxicosmos 3" actually came out on
the same weekend.  I give credit where credit is due:
where Tomorrowland lurches for story, action, even
humor in the service of its argument, Mad Max: Fury
Road masterfully nails down story, action, even
humor in the service of ... not much more than adren-
aline, really.  Max is back, but with a young Mel Gib-
son no longer around to make him look and feel sharp
and tough, we now have Tom Hardy, who seems
blunt, capable, and occasionally even empathetic.  I
had to chuckle sardonically as one villain complained
“All this over a family squabble.”  Tell me about it!
Charlize Theron betrays some latter-day Thulsa
Doom named Immortan Joe and attempts to liberate
his supermodel wives.  That’s pretty much it, for
much of the movie.  Luckily, we hear Theron yearn
for a “green place” she once called home.  However,
we will be spared a retread of Waterworld as we learn
pretty quickly that the place went bad long ago.  (Are
you now beginning to see the grand pattern I’m trying
to sketch here?)  There’s only one option left: to go
right back to the Citadel, the stronghold of Immortan
Joe himself, and claim all its hoarded water.

Three stories, all different, and in each one there is
no longer any handy haven to retreat to.  The only
way out of the hell is through it, whether it involves
wowing McCann Erickson, or enough innovators
around the world receiving their inspirational T pins,
or the awesome challenge of claiming a villain’s
Citadel as your next green place.  It is typical of ad-
ventures to cop out just as the work and the details are
getting gritty, and all three of these do likewise.  I dare
to hope that someday we will get an adventure that
actually bothers to stick around for a lot of the tedious
stuff.  That is what history is made of – and will be
made of.

ton of ground.  I happen to think it mostly succeeds –
but all I’ve read elsewhere is grumbling.  One grum-
ble of my own is that it pokes fun at a teacher explain-
ing the concept of mutual assured destruction.
People, what can I say – it’s our history, and it was
meant to be so grim precisely so we would choose to
avoid it, and with admittedly one hell of a lot of luck
both sides did.  Eager Casey raises her hand but is ig-
nored.  This happens a few times.  At last, during a
class covering global warming, she gets to blurt out
“Can we fix it?”  Sorry, class is over.  We get a hint
that the popular culture is likewise offering warnings
but no solutions as we catch an ad for that blockbuster
movie “Toxicosmos 3.”

Luckily, Casey lives on an alternate Earth where
Nikola Tesla, Thomas Alva Edison, and Jules Verne
were able to cooperate sufficiently to create a whole
alternate dimension known as Ultra, a land where sci-
entific ingenuity is set free to create a miraculous par-
adise.  (We also get someone named Hugo
Gernsback, but sadly he turns out to be a baddie.)  Jet-
packs?  Check – in fact, Frank-as-a-boy was trying to
build one himself in a sequence somewhat recalling
The Rocketeer.  Soaring buildings?  Defiance of grav-
ity?  Starships?  All there, alternately pristine white
and green, with a bustling population of great ethnic
diversity.  Ultra is just a touch of a T-for-Tomorrow-
land pin away – or at least it appears to be.

Whatever happened to the future?  Let’s be honest,
that was our own question long before it was this
movie’s.  Personally I’d say it began when we took
the wrong lessons from the OPEC oil shocks, but di-
rector and creative force Brad Bird, who gave us The
Incredibles and Wall-E, prefers to go soul-delving.
The story goes that our ability to predict our doom
was meant to shock us into action, but instead we be-
came cowed and hypnotized.  I don’t find this too out-
rageous or irrelevant an argument, not as I get to hear
my own mother murmur “I won’t be around for it” or
“It will all be over soon.”  You hear such murmurs
yourself – from the old, from the apathetic, from the
Rapture-happy.  George Carlin was no murmurer, he
described with glee sitting before a giant TV watching
an asteroid slam into us.  How exactly this spell of
doom makes Ultra bleak and empty is not persua-
sively detailed, but at least we get to savor Hugh Lau-
rie as a villain named Nix (as in an archaic but fun
way of saying No).

So far as I can tell, the only real flaw of Tomorrow-
4



An Important Message from
President Joe

The Parsec membership dance requires a big
kick in the pants. Parsec membership has been slid-
ing. On a downward curve.

For 15 bucks, Parsec membership starts in
January and ends in December. Problem is that this
month is June and for that same $15 you are a mem-
ber until December. Your monthly membership is
$15/6 months instead if $15/12 months. I know you
all can do the higher math, which shows, if you join
in December you are paying $15/1 month for a yearly
membership.

Look, I know it’s not such a big deal, but it
sticks in my craw. Do people have craws? So, I asked
the folks involved, some Parsec members, the Parsec
board of directors, the de facto Parsec keeper of the
records and we agreed that it would be okay to start
your membership on the month you join and have it
run for one year. The new membership policy will
begin June 2015. Start this June, your membership
ends next May. We have discussed and decided not
to increase the membership fee. 

There is also talk of the benefits, the perks,
that should come with being a member of Parsec.
Maybe a discount for multiple years membership,
maybe a search for more merchants like Rickert and
Beagle books to provide a discount to Parsec mem-
bers. Love to hear your ideas. But before you weigh-
in let me state, that it is my believe that any benefits
should be thought of as thanks for your support of
Parsec, not an inducement to get you to join. Parsec
has existed for more than thirty years. It is an organ-
ization that stands on its own merits.

The money for membership goes into a gen-
eral fund that helps to support: Triangulation Ink, the
publishing arm, The Conference Committee which
organizes Confluence every year, The Workshop
Committee that is comprised of Alpha and the Young
Adult Lecture Series. The fact is these parts of the or-
ganization only exist because of the kindness of vol-
unteers who undertake the tasks, and some loyal
individuals who underwrite them. It is true the Work-
shop Committee has been funded by CMU and the
Heinz Foundation and the Science Fiction Writers of
America. We hope to look for more sources of fund-
ing for all aspects of Parsec in the future. A lot of fan-
tastic ideas have been put forth. Every one of them

will only come into being with the help of members,
volunteers, and some helpful external funding.

It starts with membership. If you are not a
member of Parsec, I hope you can find your way to
become a member.

Joe

Parsec News
& Announcements

Support the Triangulation “Lost Voices” In-
diegogo fund raising campaign at https://www.in-

diegogo.com/projects/lost-voices-short-story-antholo
gy#/story.  Make another groundbreaking issue of
Parsec’s very own short story anthology a reality.

•
May 9, 2015 Parse meeting audio files are avail-
able! Go to www.parsec-sff.org choose the "This

Month@Parsec" Tab and Select "Past Meetings" or
go directly to http://parsec-sff.org/this-month/past-

meetings/
•

Mary Soon Lee's poetry book "Crowned" has
sold to Dark Renaissance Books. "Crowned" is the
first part of her work-in-progress, "The Sign of the

Dragon," an epic fantasy in verse. More information
(and sample illustrations!) at http://www.thesig-

nofthedragon.com
•

John Frochio had two stories published, "An
Aberration of Apparitions" in Kraxon Magazine on

kraxon.com, and "Tomorrow's Fast Food" in Beyond
Science Fiction June, 2015 on amazon.com.
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Venusians Are From Venus
and Martians Are From Mars

by Joe Coluccio

I find it satisfying and exciting as I sit, on my back
porch (actually it is a side porch only slightly larger
than a stoop), this month, and read the 1,000th the
issue of Analog Science Fiction Magazine on my
iPad, the instrument that is so like the devices I have
longed and fantasized for years as revealed in Philip
K Dick stories, maybe in the pages of one of those
1,000 issues. (For the record I make an effort to read
all the SF &F magazines. Some months I even suc-
ceed.) 1,000 issues! If my reckoning is right, I came
aboard at about issue 300. Mad monthly marches to
the drug store twirling wire rack.

I find myself slipping deeper and deeper into
my personal past and contemplating stories from my
parent’s past. I’m not sure if it is an affectation or an
affliction. Whatever the case, it is a reality that I face
in these years of my dotage. In the evening, I tune-in
and fall asleep to radio programs produced from 1935
to 1960. Ghostly voices, strangely alive in my ears as
I move on to my more and more fecund dreams. At
times, I become excited when an announcement that
a Ray Bradbury story will follow later this evening
on Dimension X. Sadly, there is no later this evening
any longer. It is at these junctures of sense and non-
sense, dream and wake, I truly believe that I can travel
in time. Turns out, I can, because a burgeoning tech-
nology, this archived internet, that is of certainty on
the dual edge of menace and marvel, allows me access
to an archive of human history that swells hour after
hour. I ride the waves with Buck Rogers and the Cisco
Kid and Philip Marlowe and Matt Dillon and others
probably obscure to you but wonderfully vibrant to
me. In my more lucid hours, I can visit with Truman
Bradley on Science Fiction Theater and Cosmo Top-
per in a way that I never could in a younger day.

So.
It was with great joy that I discovered and

began reading the two anthologies that have made me
come to believe that it is not just old foggieism that
keeps me jumping and pumping. They are entitled,
“Old Mars” and “Old Venus” both anthologies put to-
gether by George R.R. Martin and Gardner Dozois.
The sense of wonder Science Fiction, a return to the
Planetary Romance that can have, in the face of rea-

son and science, no more reality than Dimension X
following my present dream laced listening later this
evening.  It isn’t nostalgia, I believe, it is an exercise
in speculation and a vision most excellent.

Sure there is C. L. Moore and Leigh Brackett
and Edgar Rice Burroughs and Otis Adelbert(A Venus
Monicker, if I ever heard one) Kline and Ray Brad-
bury and Henry Kuttner but now also…heck, just go
online and look at the authors, a whole lot of names
from the present sf firmament.

A lot of comment would have you believe the
“science” in science fiction is a grounding in certain
reality. Have you taken a look lately at that confused
and fractured reality? The answer, as always, is sought
and found within. Which is why I have my dreams.
Tune in later this evening. You come, too.

About Confluence
This July 24-26th, Confluence is pleased to

present our Guest of Honor, Dr. Joan L. Slon-
czewski, Professor of Microbiology at Kenyon Col-
lege. She has twice won the John Campbell
Memorial Award for Best Science Fiction Novel,
for “A Door into Ocean,” and more recently for
“The Highest Frontier.”

Our featured Filk Guest is Brooke Abbey,
who plays banjo and banjola, and my spell checker
is telling me there is now such thing. Google says
there is, and it must be right if the internet says so. 

This year we also have a Special Guest,
Roberta Rogow, who is a filker and the author of
the Dodgson/Doyle mystery series, whose protago-
nists are Sir Arthur Conan Doyle and Charles Dodg-
son (Lewis Carroll). 

Along with these talented guests, we will
have many other authors, filkers, publishers, and
artists. In the science track, I have assurances that
CMU professors Tom Mitchell (he reads minds with
an fMRI) and Matt Mason (robots!) will be attend-
ing. There will be the Art Show and dealers, of
course. The video room program theme is Seven
Degrees of Kevin Bacon, and I didn't know that
Gary Oldman starred beside John Cleese. 

I have no idea how we manage to fit all this
into one weekend, but you should all pre-register
and attend! You can find more information and reg-
ister at http://www.parsec-sff.org/confluence. I hope
to see you all there!  

– Greg Armstrong, for the Confluence Committee



Brief Bios
Winona McClintic and
by Eric Leif Davin

Winona McClintic, (?-?): McClintic published
science fiction into the early 1960s, but seems to have
ceased thereafter.  However, she also wrote excellent
genre poetry.  In fact, her poetry published in The
Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction more than
tripled the number of her stories which appeared in
that magazine.  Three of the best are "The Doctrine
of Original Design" (1955), "I Want My Name in the
Title" (1956), and "Ye Phantasie Writer and His
Catte" (1958).
Helen (Worrell Clarkson) McCloy (1904-1994):

It is likely that Helen McCloy was the same person
as "Helen Clarkson" (see my Brief Bio on her).  Helen
McCloy was known to use "Helen Clarkson" as a
pseudonym and both published in the same magazine,
Satellite SF, within four months of each other in De-
cember, 1957 and April, 1958.

Book Review
by Linda Rodkey

The Marann (Tales of Tolari Space Book 1) by
Christie Meierz

October 2012, 244 pages

Marianne’s love of languages leads her to pursue
a teaching career in linguistics. It was this career that
afforded her the opportunity to travel with the feder-
ation to the distant planet, Tolari.

The Sural (leader of Tolari) sought a human tutor
to teach his young daughter English. Previous candi-
dates were refused due to their connections with the
federation. He wanted a teacher, not a spy. Tolari’s
secrets belonged to Tolari. To the Sural, Marianne
was a breath of fresh air despite her futile attempts to
hide a great and deep-seated pain. Hiding emotions,
however deeply hidden, was nearly impossible on a
planet inhabited by empaths. The secret that caused
this pain was another matter. One he planned to get
to the bottom of.

There was very little on Earth to hold Marianne
there, and she welcomed the chance to live among the
Tolari people as the ruler’s daughter’s tutor. She
thought she could leave her pain behind, but even
after many years, still it followed her. Because of that,
she knew she could never let anyone close enough to
love them.  She never had and never would. She was
content to live her life alone. Or was she? The Sural
was exceedingly attractive for a nonhuman, physi-
cally, intellectually, and emotionally; and her attrac-
tion to him was frightening, but not as frightening as
his to her. This unnerving attraction forced hurtful
memories to the surface and reignited her nightmares.
He wanted her, she knew, but she had nothing to give
but pain and tears. Was his infinite patience enough
to heal her?

“The Marann,” a sweet love story that shows how,
with infinite patience and caring, love can transcend
all and any obstacle and heal a broken soul. It teaches
us that what is familiar isn’t always what’s best, that
reaching out to the unfamiliar can lead us in new and
promising directions, heal our hurts, and teach us to
love, not just another, but ourselves. I recommend
“The Marann” to any reader who loves a character-
driven tale of love and healing.

Correction:
In the last issue’s entry in the Brief Bios series,
we neglected to include the sad fact of Anne
McCaffrey’s passing on November 21st, 2011.
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Turing Attractions:
Age Of Ultron, Ex Machina
by William Blake Hall

In a single weekend, AI has become the hot movie
topic, and this on the heels of last year’s historically
revisionist but otherwise excellent The Imitation
Game.  Oddly enough, the extreme difference be-
tween the weekend’s two movies reminds me of two
wildly different meanings of the term “blue book.”
One is more conventional, a reference to college final
exams and the inspiration for the name of Project
Blue Book, which was intended to forever shame all
claims to UFO sightings into dusky corners.  The
exam permits the flow and imagination of an essay,
but it is still very rigorous, as it is expected to stick to
the “script” of the course and syllabus.  The exam is
all about showing off one’s memory and comprehen-
sion, and perhaps one decorative dash of added in-
sight, so as to get that good grade from a supreme
authority.  Yet there is another kind of Blue Book, the
one that Wittgenstein wrote, along with a brown one,
a scattershot collection of raw philosophical musings
to be shared only with a select few.  In this sense I like
to think of the Commentariolus by Copernicus, the
first written case for heliocentrism, as a Blue Book.
Here, the pursuit is not after a grade.  The pursuit is
after ... a pursuit.
There are times when I like – or perhaps more pre-

cisely, feel permitted to like – Joss Whedon.  Being
more into “Witchblade” or “Alias,” I never really got
into the whole “Buffy” thing, so I became a fan much
later.  Serenity definitely helped.  Chancing to over-
hear good buzz from Randy Hoffman, I saw and en-
joyed The Cabin in the Woods.  Chancing to read
good buzz in The New Yorker, I saw and enjoyed
Whedon’s modern spin on Shakespeare’s Much Ado
About Nothing.  The man is smart and has good in-
stincts and I’m glad he’s around, and I think I like him
best when he is free to write his Wittgensteinian Blue
Book.
Unfortunately, the script for The Avengers: Age of

Ultron feels far more like Whedon striving to ace,
however brilliantly, a college final exam.  His
taskmaster is Marvel – the comic books, the studios,
does it matter any longer what exact corporate entity
Marvel has become? – and also to a large degree the
Marvel fan base.  The Marvel fans have wants.  They

want Tony Stark to be flip, cool, the most enviable
man in the room.  They want Thor to be hot and a little
inadvertently goofy.  They want Nick Fury to lay
down the law.  They want Black Widow to be both
wry and come-hither.  They want Hulk to smash.
They probably even want Hawkeye, as nice as he is,
to just sort of go away.  Whedon serviced those wants
in the previous movie, and he does once more.  I over-
heard the Marvel fans laugh like clockwork at the in-
side jokes peppered – but with no Pepper Potts in
evidence – throughout the script.
So voracious are these wants that it becomes time

to draw once more from that old “enemy within” well
for a villain.  Loki came with Thor, Hydra came with
Cap, so now Tony has to cough up a demon, in the
form of an AI.  I contend, with all due respect to HAL
9000, that the best and greatest AI villain remains
Colossus: The Forbin Project.  Compared to Colossus,
SkyNet from the Terminator franchise is a blatant and
fundamentally silly boogeyman, instantly hating and
killing all humans while opting to walk around in hu-
manoid skeletons.  So Tony’s hubris leads him to cre-
ate Ultron, but Ultron manages to make even SkyNet
seem subtle.  Ultron is instantly some giddy crooked
travesty, presumably a mashup of Tony’s own tics and
twitches, very smoothly voiced by James (The Black-
list) Spader, but still a handy gratuitous baddie.
Ultron steals almost all of Tony’s power, forcing

the Avengers to go hole up in the woods.  Which
woods?  I’m not even clear on that.  There a lot of talk
about Sokovia, which sounds like an annoying Mar-
vel riff on Kosovo, in the tradition of Doctor Doom’s
Latveria being an annoying Marvel riff on Latvia.
Hydra hangs there, I guess in the same way that es-
caped Nazis dig Argentina.  Anyway, Ultron wants to
lift an entire Sokovian city up into the sky so as to
dash it back down upon the Earth as a calamitous me-
teor.  Umm, okay.  Whatever.  Oh, and we’re intro-
duced to two rather dour superpowerful newcomers
called Quicksilver and the Scarlet Witch.  Umm, okay.
Let’s just roll with that.  (And this after I was treated
to an Ant-Man trailer – oh, enough already.)  Oh, and
Tony gets the Ultron concept somehow right this time,
in the form of a red-skinned Paul Bettany.  Okayyy ...
Oh, and the ending credits promise us some guy
named Thanos with an Infinity Gauntlet.  Yippee – I
guess.
It’s a thankless assignment.  Honestly, the things I

do for Scarlett Johansson.  (So just count yourself



problematic character in the tradition of the robot Hel
passing for the human Maria in Metropolis, or Jane
Seymour’s take on Prima, bride of Frankenstein (the
creature, really) in 1973's two-part TV movie
“Frankenstein: The True Story.”  She is no Stepford
Wife – but what exactly is she?
Ultimately it is Ex Machina far more than the more

obvious horrors – Age of Ultron, The Terminator,
Colossus, Demon Seed – that makes me lose faith in
our “inevitable” race towards an AI.  Our world is
producing nearly a hundred million fantastically com-
plex computers every year.  They’re called children,
built from organic chemistry rather than electronics,
and far too many of them are underappreciated, if not
callously dispensed with outright.  We have a hard
enough time respecting each other – adults respecting
children, men respecting women, even neighbors, in
nightmarish social laboratories ranging from Kam-
puchea to Rwanda, respecting neighbors – that I feel
no rush to submit an AI to our dubious company.  Be-
sides, there’s still that nagging question: How will it
feel about being turned off?  In Blade Runner,
Rachael asks Deckard if he has ever taken his own
Voight-Kampff test, and that’s a fair question for any
of us.  In Heinlein’s “Friday,” the artificial person
(AP) who is the titular protagonist actually argues
against employing an AP as an airline pilot because
of the problem of whether it would feel driven by em-
pathy and compassion for its crew and passengers.
We rush towards new frontiers of companionship –
with an AI, with an ET, with some smart animal – as-
suming we are irresistibly lovable.  What if we aren’t?
What then?

(Ed. note:  This review came in a little late for the
last issue, hence the apparent time slip.)
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lucky that I restrained myself from reviewing Under
the Skin and Lucy – thank God for her voice work in
Her.)  Whedon tries to Whedon-wheedle some phi-
losophizing everywhere he can, but it’s a waste.  With
all this talk of Ultron armoring our world in the name
of peace, all I wanted was for Princess Leia to make
a cameo and plead “But Ultron is a peaceful planet!”
Plus, how perverse is it that Captain America has
emerged as the most interesting character?  Sure, Cap
is probably a Republican, but he strikes me more as
an Eisenhower Republican, a sensible fellow who got
fed up with jingoism early on and reserves the right
to critique his nation in the name of making it fairer
and stronger.
Luckily for us who, if obliged to choose, lean more

to science fiction than pop culture, the weekend also
offered Ex Machina.  This is one of those out-of-the-
blue independent treats which work with startling
clarity and precision where bigger productions like
Transcendence not so much fail as flail.  On the
strength of Inside Lewin Davis and clips from A Most
Violent Year, I already knew Oscar Isaac to be crazy-
mad talented, but he’s downright eerie as the egotis-
tical billionaire genius Nathan who’s created a kind
of super-Google named Bluebook.  (Plus, at times
Isaac reminds me a little of our own Ken Chiacchia.)
Thanks to Bluebook, Isaac gets to live in strict vast
solitude – a kind of way too early retirement, I won-
der? – and repeatedly get drunk while striving to sin-
glehandedly create an AI.  I recall Barry Luokkala
telling us that a brain-sized machine of brain-like
complexity might not be far away; Nathan goes fur-
ther, making the brain largely from a gel and calling
it wetware.  Caleb Smith (Domhnall Gleeson, son of
the great Brendan Gleeson) wins a lottery (in an open-
ing sequence that whooshed by so fast I frankly didn’t
catch on to it), permitting him to visit Nathan, but
Nathan wants more.  He wants Caleb to run a Turing
test, through a series of interviews, on an unnervingly
fetching she-robot named Ava (Alicia Vikander).   Ava
is clearly a robot – but does her mind have human
depth anyway?
While this project, conceived and directed by one

Alex Garland, is one very smart take on AI, probably
worth buying just to savor playing its snatches of di-
alogue and ideas over and over, it is to a great degree
not so much about humanity vis-a-vis AI as masculin-
ity vis-a-vis misogyny.  Forget Frankenstein – is
Nathan a bit of a Bluebeard?  As for Ava, she is a great
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Monthly Meetings

June
Featured Speaker for June 13, 2015 – Time 1:30

PM at the Squirrel Hill Branch of the Carnegie Li-
brary:
YOU!
That’s right. Take a bow! Meeting members talk

about what they love best.
At Parsec We Speak Science Fiction.
How Fluent Are You?

July
Featured Speaker for July,11 2015 – Time 1:30

PMat the Squirrel Hill Branch of the Carnegie Li-
brary:
Bill Watt
“Westerns and Science Fiction”
A purely subjective, unapologetic, discussion/dia-

tribe on “The Good, the Bad and the Really Bad” in
western/science fiction books, movies and television.
Bill Watt has been a

writer for most of his life
and has written and had
published, numerous ar-
ticles in “Sirens of the
Cinema” magazine on
the subject of “Women in
Motion Pictures.”  He
has designed and taught
courses on “Humor in the
Workplace: De-stressing
on the Job,” and “Why Sherlock Holmes: The Rele-
vance of Sherlock Holmes in the Twentieth Century,”
among others. 

(Note:   This program or event is neither sponsored
or endorsed by Carnegie Lbrary of Pittsburgh.
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